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ABOUT US

ABOUT US

Discover Your Perfect

RETREATS
& VENUES

			 Retreat Venues

Choose from
a 1000+ venues
vetted by
our community
of over 750
retreat leaders.
FIND A VENUE

W

e help retreat leaders find their perfect venue for free. Browse our
website or book a discovery call today for a more personalized
touch. We will start by learning more about your retreat vision on
a discovery call (15 to 30 minutes).
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Then our retreat venue experts will curate a custom list of venues that match
your retreat vision. We then work 1 on 1 with you to help you book or hold
your perfect venue.
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THE REST OF THE WORLD

THE BELGRADE HILLS VILA

The Belgrade Hills Vila
25 PEOPLE

BEG
BELGRADE,SERBIA

8 ROOMS

VILLA

LEARN MORE

Our villa is located in a peacefull town
area,surrounded by greenery.We ofer elegant
accomodation,full equipped stylish rooms and
apartments with oudoor pool and garden.

Discover Your
Next Retreat Venue

THE REST OF
THE WORLD
Discover leading retreats,
stunning venues and

We also have event centar for 160 people
,reception open 24h,free parking area,free wi-fi
and security provided by video surveillance.
We organize a various meetings and parties.
We offer renting for whole villa that includes
total privacy.We wiil provide best service and
support for our guests.

welcoming hosts
around the world
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LOOLA ECO ADVENTURE

RETREAT VENUES

LooLa Eco Adventure

Guesthouse El Platano
43 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

18 ROOMS

350 PEOPLE

SIN

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

AER

ECO VILLAGE

The visitors of the city enjoy cosiness,
SINGAPORE

quitness and tranquility without missing

LEARN MORE

all conveniences of the town. The history of
the city is very rich in events, and begins at

Singapore’s best eco getaway: Sync with nature,

least in the III century. Despite its small size

rustic charm, great eco and adventure activities.

and population (population less than 2000
people) New Athos is among the most

An experience like no other – LooLa shows that

popular resort on the Black sea coast. New

sustainability isn’t just crucial for the planet, but
that it’s lots of fun at the same time! We make

Athos Cave in the city may be considered
HOTEL

one of the most interesting sights of

Eco, Adventure, CSR & Teambuilding a blast –
for every age and every person.

NOVY AFON,ABKHAZIA

Abkhazia, along with the Lake Ritsa and
the Monastery.

Chateau Fasel
22 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

TIA

Chateau Fasel is the only retreat center in
Albania. Isolated from the outside and only
7km from the heart of the city. Surrounded
by lakes, mountains

and breathtaking

panoramas is the perfect get away.

RESORT
TIRANA,ALBANIA
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Amankora

Hotel Hills Sarajevo Congress & Thermal Spa Resort

76 PEOPLE

900 PEOPLE

76 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PBH

SJJ

330 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

We have five properties in five locations in

“Hotel Hills, Thermal & Spa Resort Sarajevo is a

Bhutan scattered over western and central

new five star Hotel that has attractive location

Bhutan

in the center of the green oasis of Sarajevo and
within 2 km from the International Airport Sarajevo.
Hotel Hills, Thermal & Spa Resort Sarajevo includes
330 comfort rooms and suites, all with balconies,
multi-purpose Congress, Convention and sport
center with modern conference technology,
RESORT

Thermal spa’s, indoor and outdoor swimming
pools, Adrenalin park for children and adults on

THIMPU DISTRICT,BHUTAN

10 PEOPLE

16 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LPB

with

Herzegovina, 12 kilometars away from Mostar,

ayahuasca.

in the heart of the untouched nature in village

Aquicuana

Goranci. The village is 700 m above sea level

Reserve, our 80-hectare center is situated

surrounded by hundred years old oak, pine tree

in

biodiversity.

and fir forest. Nature lovers and all of those who

This breathtaking location provides an ideal

have health problems with heart and lungs

environment to heal, expand consciousness,

benefit from pure air and ideal conditions. Rural

Bolivian

Amazon

plant

medicines,

Found

in

an

the

area

a

to

including

heart
of

sacred

LEARN MORE

The ambiental center is stationed in rural

the

is

SJJ

5 ROOMS

space

in

Ecolodge

of

SARAJEVO CANTON,
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Resort Zlatni Dol Goranci

Pisatahua

“Pisatahua

impressive 2200 m2.”

RESORT

the

impressive

work

and connect with the wonders of the Amazon.”

RETREAT CENTER

tourism “Zlatni dol” offers natural and culinary

RESORT

resources of the area, home made food from
AQUICUANA RESERVE,BOLIVIA
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nearby organic farms

MOSTAR,BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
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Villa White Dove Sarajevo
20 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

30 PEOPLE

FEATURES

6 ROOMS

Norden is an eco-camp located on the

away from City hall Vijecnica- centre

winter pasture of nomads in the Sangke

of the city and a bit secluded for full

Grassland only minutes away from the

privacy. It is sourrounded by forest for

monastic town of Labrang. Nestled in this

nice

house

auspicious valley, the camp blends the lush

includes 7 bedrooms, saloon/dining area,

landscapes of the Tibetan Plateau with

living

bathrooms.

contemporary interiors, innovative local

Outside of house there is plenty of space

food and community based experiences.

and amenities including balcony, terrace,

Join us at Norden to learn about ancient

and

quiet

room,

vacation.

kitchen

Big

and

court, large parking space and soccer
court”
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GANSU PROVINCE,CHINA

30 PEOPLE

FEATURES

nomadic and Buddhist traditions and
explore their meaning in a contemporary
world.

“this

way

you

about

13 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

we
our

accommodation

HERCEGOVINA,
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

ECO CAMP

Moheli Laka Lodge
SJJ

VILLA

LEARN MORE

“Villa is located in hillside, only 7minutes

Villa Divani
12 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LHW

garden, pool, barbeque, beach volleyball

SARAJEVO,
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

16 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

SJJ

VILLA

Norden

would

like

to

newly

opened

located

300

LEARN MORE

NWA

inform

“The

hotel

the

Island

of

Comoros

Perfumes

of

archipelago

meters

Moheli is truly an undiscovered eco-

from the Old Bridge and the Old Town.

tourism destination. Discovering this little

Villa Divani has been in operation since

paradise is a real privilege. Moheli Laka

20/07/17 and is part of the three star hotel

Lodge is a small holiday village with only 13

category. All rooms are luxurious and

rooms, with a direct view on the ocean and

comfortable and certainly meet the high

spread over an area of almost one hectare

European and world standards of hotels.
The hotel is suitable for business and
family travelers, as tourist.”

RESORT

(about 2.5 acres).”

MOHÉLI,COMOROS

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Ikurangi Eco Retreat
RAR
The

Cook

35 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

14 PEOPLE

RAR

LEARN MORE

Islands

first

purpose-built

Magic Reef Beachfront Bungalows
12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

eco

12 individual large studio bungalows fully self

accommodation and glamping hotel with a total

contained, outdoor bathrooms beach side

of four Luxury Safari Tents and three Tropical

with beautiful tropical gardens, eco resort with

Are (studios), Ikurangi welcomes individuals or

electric cars and ebikes, solar charging system,

groups. Set amongst organic tropical gardens

tranquil and quiet. The resort is for adults and

and local plantations with dramatic mountain

children 12 years and over.

views, get back to nature and indulge in a
luxurious eco escape like no other. All guests
enjoy a complimentary daily tropical breakfast

RESORT

RESORT

and free bicycle hire to explore the island.
RAROTONGA,COOK ISLANDS

Moana Sands Beachfront Hotel
40 PEOPLE

RAR

RAROTONGA,COOK ISLANDS

Apartmany U Rybnicku
14 PEOPLE

17 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PRG

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

This absolute Beachfront property is situated on

Old stylish art-nouveau house settled in the

the shores of Rarotonga’s famous lagoon, and

South-Bohemian region offers what you are

lends itself well to any type of retreat, wedding

searching for - nature, beautiful apartments,

or group gathering. Located on the pristine

great and healhy food and a personal approach.

Southern Coast of Rarotonga it is far enough

We organize personal holidays or yoga and

away for privacy, while still being close to the

raw food retreats. We are looking forward to

main centre of Avarua. With the magnificent

welcome you in our beautiful family property!

backdrop of the lush, volcanic mountains, this
property is the perfect location for a retreat.

HOTEL
RAROTONGA,COOK ISLANDS
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RETREAT CENTER
SOUTH BOHEMIAN,CZECH REPUBLIC
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Fara Haber
12 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

Sklenářka, centre of meditation and natural teachings
100 PEOPLE

FEATURES
PRG

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
PRG

LEARN MORE

Former presbytery house, build in the

“We strive to establish and offer the grounds

1853, completely renewed with huge attick

for those who are in search for a space for

space for yoga exersizing + big garden.

conscious life in freedom, on the path of

Located in the heart of Ceske stredohori.

health, self awareness and sustainability.
We create and maintain a space for a
peaceful rest which serves to all who need it.
We trust it is possible to find a place where
the ancient Knowledge of deep roots can
meet the needs of nowadays´ society, in

VILLA

RETREAT CENTER

ÚSTÍ NAD LABEM REGION,
CZECH REPUBLIC

CENTRAL BOHEMIAN REGION,
CZECH REPUBLIC

Villa Maximus Bohemia
15 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

and its rhythms, own self, other beings ,
our Mother Earth and the Universe.”

Hotel Los Mangos El Salvador
17 PEOPLE

FEATURES
KLV

mutual respect and honor to the nature

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
SAL

LEARN MORE

You will stay in a beautiful villa located in

Hotel Los Mangos is located at one of the

the West Bohemia of the Czech Republic.

most beautiful black volcanic beaches at

The views from the balcony go miles away

the east coast of El Salvador. Last 30 min to

showing bits of the spectacular skiing

get there is dirt road in the middle of tropical

slopes, medieval towers, and the very

lush. Which makes the perfect place to

famous spas of double Nobel Prize winner

disconnect, become one with nature,

Mme. Curie.

relax, overcome. Hotel is located in front of
perfect point break, Punta Mango, beach

VILLA
BOHEMIA,CZECH REPUBLIC
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HOTEL
USULUTÁN DEPARTMENT,
EL SALVADOR

break is perfect to learn to surf. The hotel
has 7 rooms, 4 ocean view, comfortable
beds, wifi, infinity pool, delicious restaurant
and comfortable hammocks.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Puro Surf Hotel+Performance Academy
48 PEOPLE

SAL

Le Taha’a Island Resort and Spa
50 PEOPLE

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PPT

50 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Perched on a cliff above world-class waves,

“Located on the secluded Motu Tautau, facing the

PuroSurf Hotel & Performance Academy is all

island of Taha’a on one side and stunning views of

about living the dream. A boutique hotel of 13

Bora Bora on the other side, the resort inspired

rooms set into beautiful surroundings. Whether

by Polynesian architecture and style hosts 58

surfing is your focus or not, as a guest you will

beautiful suites and villas, three restaurants, a

be amazed with the facilities and incredible

spa, a Fitness center, a tennis court, an open air

ocean views. Enjoy paradise at your pace, with

swimmingpool,ascubadivingcenterandahelipad.

everything you could want within close reach.

Le Taha’a is the promise of a complete change

Healthy food, multiple pools, a yoga studio,

HOTEL

functional gym, concrete wave skatepark,
qualified teachers and friendly faces

SAL

EL ZONTE,EL SALVADOR

TAHA’A,FRENCH POLYNESIA

culture.”

Tahurai Homestay
8 PEOPLE

20 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PPT

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Boutique resort, spa and yoga retreat located on

Tahurai Homestay in Teahupoo is a surf house

a pristine black sand beach amidst lush tropical

where you can experience the local lifestyle of

surroundings, approximately 2 hours east of

polynesian people where we share, create amd

the El Salvador international airport. Modern

respect each other. It’s not a five stars hotel

minimal design with Sustainable development

but a cute house surrounded by our favorite

guidelines.

elements : the ocean and the mountains

RESORT
SAN MIGUEL,EL SALVADOR
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RESORT

with its preserved environment, people and local

Las Flores Resort
50 PEOPLE

of scenery, a way of life of its own, in harmony

SURF HOUSE
TAIHITI,FRENCH POLYNESIA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Door2heaven Eco-Hotel and Camping
18 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

20 PEOPLE

FEATURES
BUS

Rockwater Resort
10 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

VLI

Tahurai Homestay in Teahupoo is a surf

“Rockwater Resort is an intimate boutique

house where you can experience the local

retreat, an antidote for contemporary

lifestyle of polynesian people where we

life

share, create and respect each other. It’s not a

locality such as a live volcano in modern

five stars hotel but a cute house surrounded

comfort.

by our favorite elements : the ocean and the

with wellness and health in mind. It is

mountains.

defined

where
A
by

guests

can

pristine
its

explore

location

individualism

the

created
towards

everything with emphasis on engaging
all the senses. The resort is well known for

MULTILEVEL OUTDOOR
TERRITORY WITH BUILDINGS
AND AREAS FOR PRACTICE

SEASIDE ECO RESORT
TAFEA PROVINCE,VANUATU

ADJARA,GEORGIA

Le Life Resort
50 PEOPLE

16 ROOMS

900 PEOPLE

FEATURES

142 ROOMS

VLI

LEARN MORE

Warwick Le Lagon – Vanuatu is a vibrant,
4.5

destination where you can truly unplug

star

family-friendly

luxury

resort

located on the shores of Erakor Lagoon

from the grid and immerse yourself in a

in Port Vila (Vanuatu). A true tropical

real untouched environment that offers

paradise of cascading waters and lush

sustainable Eco adventure and leisure, with

gardens with inviting pathways set amid

raw, true connections and experiences,

peaceful surroundings – yet close enough

feeling of escape and freedom while being

to town to make it easy to explore and

an hours drive from the town center.
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FEATURES

LEARN MORE

Le Life Resort is a tropical paradise

PORT VILA,VANUATU

joyful informality.”

Warwick Le Lagon-Vanuatu
VLI

RESORT

its spontaneous genuine friendship and

RESORT

adventure beyond the resort. Spend your
days relaxing by the pool or beach.

EFATE,VANUATU
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NamKhan Project & Ecolodge
40 PEOPLE

LPQ

Beit Trad
22 PEOPLE

21 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

11 ROOMS

BEY

LEARN MORE

“NamKhan Project & Ecolodge is a natural

“An 19th century family house transformed

eco-resort, respectful of its environment and

into

a

its local community. A green sanctuary along

the

Lebanese

the Namkhan river located in Luang Prabang,

greenery, with the sparkling Mediterranean

Unesco World Heritage city, where travellers

Sea lining the horizon, and a slim lap pool.

can reconnect with nature, discover the lao

Fully

traditionnal culture and immerse themselves in

rooms

serviced,

guesthouse.

mountains,

our

chef

Nestled

surrounded

prepares

in
by

daily

home cooked fresh seasonal Lebanese meals.

tropical food, forest, eco-farming and enjoy our
animals stable as well as our outdoors activities.

9

It is the perfect urban detox.”
ECO VILLAGE

HOTEL

We can organize any venue of any types on our
LUANG PRABANG PROVINCE,LAOS

7 hectares property!”

Beit Douma

Amantaka
LPQ

MOUNT LEBANON,LEBANON

20 PEOPLE

24 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BEY

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Set on a garden estate with a serene swimming

Beit Douma is a place to be shared by family and

pool at its heart, Amantaka is housed in graceful

friends. Our home is your home! Help yourself

French colonial buildings in Laos’ Unesco-

to coffee and tea in the kitchen, or satisfy your

protected town of Luang Prabang. Airy and

sweet tooth with our homemade treats on the

elegant throughout, the décor and furnishings

dining room table. Choose a book from our

reflect the town’s French colonial history.

extensive collection in the library or enjoy our

Situated just south of sacred Mount Phousi, the

selection of board games. Play music on our

24-suite property lies within strolling distance of

iPad in the library, and you can even watch a

the Mekong River and the former Royal Palace,

HOTEL

film on our projector!

BED & BREAKFAST

as well as the temples, bakeries and boutiques
lining the town’s main street.

22 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

LUANG PRABANG PROVINCE,LAOS

BATROUN DISTRICT,LEBANON

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Al-Yasmine Guesthouse
200 PEOPLE

45 ROOMS

8 PEOPLE

FEATURES
BEY

RESORT

Hamlet 2
LEARN MORE

3 ROOMS

MLA

LEARN MORE

A spectacular contemporary farmhouse,

spaces, al-yasmine guesthouse is a family

beautifully designed and finished in local

country home turned 19-room guesthouse

limestone. Idyllic island views from its

ideal for intimate gatherings and retreats. al-

outside pool terrace take full advantage

yasmine guesthouse offers you an escape

of summer. A heated indoor pool and log

from the fast pace city life. It’s an idyllic getaway

burner make it a perfect winter haven.

for friends and families to disconnect in the

Hamlet 2 is an ideal all year-round superior

countryside, relax together by the poolside,

retreat to be enjoyed for any occasion. It

ride horses and play sports and games. The

makes a perfect base to enjoy the many

convenient mountain and coast view and with
close access to the beautiful southern beaches.

21 Frederick Street
6 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Surrounded by orchards and ample green

guesthouse is set 100m above sea level with a

TYRE,LEBANON

4 ROOMS

VILLA

outdoor activities, Mediterranean climate,

GOZO,MALTA

and extensive cultural festivals on the
easy-going island of Gozo.

Hilton Ngapali Resort & Spa
110 PEOPLE

FEATURES
MLA

51 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
SNW

LEARN MORE

“21 Frederick Street – a Valletta townhouse

Situated on the idyllic shores of Ngapali

built on 16th Century foundations. Located

beach, Hilton Ngapali Resort & Spa offers

down a quaint alley, 3 slightly offbeat

stunning views of the Bay of Bengal, as well

apartments overlook a central courtyard.

as easy access to major tourist attractions,
the airport and city centre. With spacious

APARTHOTEL
SOUTH EASTERN REGION,MALTA

24 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

21 Frederick Street is the ideal launch

rooms, unforgettable culinary experiences

pad for exploring the vibrant cultural life

and well-equipped leisure facilities, this

of Valletta as it’s conveniently located a

beach resort is an ideal getaway for

short stroll away from the centre. Unplug
in informal luxury and make yourself at
home.”

RESORT

relaxation and rejuvenation.

NGAPALI BEACH, MYANMAR

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Borith Lake Hotel & Resort
25 PEOPLE

ISB

Tamok Lifestyle Villa
6 ROOMS

18 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

KRK

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

Borith Lake Hotel & Resort is the newest resort

“Tamok is a cosy villa, conveniently located

hotel in Borith Lake with a stunning view of

near Tatra trails and famous Krupowki street

the Lake and surrounding Mountains. Ideal

in Zakopane, Poland. Comfortable apartments

place for Retreat. Borith Lake Hotel & Resort

were designed for those seeking unforgettable

is the newest resort hotel in Borith Lake with

holiday

experience

and

mindful

retreats.

a stunning view of the Lake and surrounding
Mountains. Ideal place for Retreat.

In local dialect “”tamok”” means “”there””. For
us, it symbolises adventure, temptation to
ECO VILLAGE

explore and fall in love with the beauty of the

VILLA

Tatra Mountains and Zakopane.”
GILGIT-BALTISTAN,PAKISTAN

Grand House 47

Carmel Hotel
1000 PEOPLE

TLV

ZAKOPANE, POLAND

12 PEOPLE

90 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

WRO

Located in highest place in ramallah

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

“Amazing private villa in the countryside. 300m2
of beautiful gardens. Intimate private heated
pool and sauna. Outdoor hot-tub under the stars.
Beautiful modern with old touches villa with
comfortable bedrooms, here to provide ever
lasting memories for you and your family and
friends.”
RESORT
RAMALLAH,PALESTINE
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VILLA
LOWER SILESIAN VOIVODESHIP,POLAND
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Casa Alexandra Cornu
10 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

Zaivan Estate
4 ROOMS

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

OTP

LEARN MORE

OTP

Beautiful 5 bedrooms villa with heating

A premium vila with high quality facilities

pool, large yard (1500sm), with trees and

surrounded by nature and

grass, barbeque, kitchen, gym, sauna,

private property yet easily accessible by

indoor/outdoor

road or train. One hour away from the

activities,

suitable

for

groups of 10 persons.

a one acre

nearest international airport.

VILLA

VILLA

PRAHOVA,ROMANIA

PRAHOVA,ROMANIA

Lavender Villa
55 PEOPLE

FEATURES

19 ROOMS

Carpathian Hotel
CND

VILLA
DOBRUJA,ROMANIA
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50 PEOPLE

FEATURES

39 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

SBZ

Located in Mamaia Nord, Navodari, just

Located in a quiet neighbourhood within

200 m from the quiet beach and equipped

a walking distance to the historic centre,

with sunbeds and beach bars where you

Carpathian Hotel Sibiu

can relax your mind and body, Lavender

building in an Art-Deco style with elevator,

Villa is an exclusive holiday gate.Equipped

close to the Sibiu airport. The 32 rooms are

with two private pools (one for adults and

air-conditioned and feature a TV, a minibar

one for children), sunbeds and umbrellas,

and a bathroom with free toiletries, a

playground for children but also a terrace

shower and a hairdryer. The hotel has a

for parents to relax, this villa is guaranteed
to offer you a stay combined between
entertainment and relaxation.

HOTEL

is a 6-storey

villa, which is 10 metres far. This includes 6
double rooms and 1 apartment.

SIBIU,ROMANIA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Hotel Fontana
400 PEOPLE

Demänová Rezort
300 PEOPLE

211 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BEG

BTS

45 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Located in center of the most famous Spa in

Demänová Resort is located in the village of

region, near city park hotel Fontana is one of

Demänová at the beginning of Demänovská

the most popular place for different types of

valley, which is the most famous and most

guests, individuals, special groups, conferences,

beautiful valley of the Low Tatras and part of

fairs...Modern

wellness&spa,

the National Park. The resort is located just

multifunctional conference hall will satisfy the

a 15-minute drive from the nearest ski slope

wishes of all guests. We create experience not

in Jasná, the largest ski resort in this area.

just provide service...

Accommodation options offer views of the

rooms,

serene

HOTEL

surrounding mountains. Each apartment on

RESORT

the north side opens the view of the hill Kriváň
ŠUMADIJA AND WESTERN SERBIA,SERBIA

Luxury Hotel Villa Adora

Zlatibor Cottages
5 PEOPLE

BEG

ŽILINA,SLOVAKIA

and the High Tatras.

20 PEOPLE

2 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LJU

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

A charming mountain cottage surrounded by

Villa Adora is an old villa transformed into a

mountains, hills, valleys and forests. Perfect for

boutique hotel with 8 luxury suites that offer

a family, couple or friends looking to reconnect

guests the view of lake bled. Villa is located on

with nature, yourself, or each other.

the shore of the lake in a calm part of the town.
Nearby there are many activity options. There
is a beautiful garden and free parking up to 10
cars. Villa has a big dining room and wine cellar.
MOUNTAIN COTTAGE
ZLATIBOR,SERBIA
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VILLA
GORENJSKA,SLOVENIA
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Boutique Hotel Dobra Bovec
15 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

4 PEOPLE

FEATURES
VCE

AjoieSpa
2 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

BSL

Hidden away by a backdrop of greenery

AjoieSpa is a boutique-hotel with a private

that nature itself created lies a fairy tale

spa. We are surrounded by nature and the

hotel with eleven rooms. Time stops on the

hotel is very calm. We host couples and

edge of Bovec. Every time you return and

solo travellers looking for a private and

always just for you. What once used to be

mindful experience.

the home of the old telephone switchboard
is today the location of the Hotel Dobra Vila,
where all the conversations are enjoyable
ones.
HOTEL

HOTEL

BOVEC,SLOVENIA

JURA CANTON,SWITZERLAND

Villa Anton - The Old Dairy
12 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

20 PEOPLE

FEATURES
TRS

Hotel Arnica Scuol - Adults Only
33 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
ZRH

LEARN MORE

Ideal setting, secluded, surrounded by

beautiful place in the nature surrounded

forest that includes villa, big garden and

by mountains

hall for yoga or seminars with a pool.

VILLA
SLOVENIA
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HOTEL
CANTON OF GRAUBÜNDEN,
SWITZERLAND
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Adventure Hostel Interlaken
64 PEOPLE

ZHR

Black Rock Mountain Retreat
10 PEOPLE

18 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LWO

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The Adventure Hostel is located in an old

Black Rock is a scandinavian inspired house that

villa, built 1901. The recently renovated house

can accommodate up to 6 guests. Surrounded

provides private rooms (single, double, triple

by trees and nature, Black Rock is a perfect

and 4 bed familyrooms), dormitory rooms (3-6

nordic gateway to relax with friends and family.

bed) and 2 appartments with a kitchen. Every

A warm welcome awaits when you stay at Black

room has its own bathroom. All dormitories

Rock. After a day of exploring and activities in

have individual lockers for every guest. From

surrounding breathtaking nature, return and

each room you have a fantastic mountain view.

relax by the fireplace where big panoramic

To the south you’ll see the famous peaks of the

VILLA

alps “Eiger, Möch and Jungfrau”.

windows give you a magnificent view over
Carpathians.

CANTON OF BERN,SWITZERLAND

ZHR

LVIV,UKRAINE

Meever

Villa Wilen
6 PEOPLE

200 PEOPLE

2 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

ETM

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Loft on the villa with access to the private

“We dreamed of a place that would be

lakeshore. Great views. Most tourist highlights

a home for travelers and backpackers. A

can be reached in less than 1 hour. Spacious

place that would host events and artists.

bedroom (with home cinema), winter garden,

But more than all – We wanted to create a space

panoramic kitchen, bathroom - all used privately.

for a better and more strong communication

For 3-6 people, another private bedroom /

between people. And so, we started Me’ever in

bathroom can be rented (one floor below

the begining of 2017. What’s going on here? We
are proud to host thousands of travelers each year,

with elevator). Access to the lake and garden.
Children are possible, dogs unfortunately not.

VILLA

Parking, wifi.
LUCERNE AREA,SWITZERLAND
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CABIN

from all around the globe. We are hosting and
Organizing more then 30 workshops Seminars
and each year.”

RETREAT CENTER
NEGEV,ISRAEL
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BOOK YOUR PERFECT RETREAT VENUE
Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by our community of over 750 retreat leaders.

FIND A VENUE

retreatsandvenues.com
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